**SPECIFICATIONS**

**MODEL:**
- Performance Center®
- M&P® 40 M2.0™ PRO SERIES®

**SKU:** 11827

**Caliber:** 40 S&W

**Capacity:** 15+1 Rounds

**Action:** Striker Fire

**Barrel Length:** 4.25” (10.8 cm)

**Weight:** 28.1 oz. (796.6 g)

**Overall Length:** 7.5” (19.1 cm)

**Front Sight:** White Dot

**Rear Sight:** White 2-Dot

**Frame Material:** Polymer

**Barrel Material:** Stainless Steel

**Slide Material:** Stainless Steel

**Slide Finish:** Armornite®

**Frame Finish:** Matte Black

**UPC Code:** 022188871371

**FEATURES:**
- C.O.R.E.™ Competition Optics Ready Slide
  - Includes Optics Mounting Kit
- New, Larger Slide Stop
- Trigger Stop to Adjust the Overtravel
- PC Tuned Action with Audible Trigger Reset
- 3-Dot White Sights
- Front Cocking Serrations
- Extended Rigid Embedded Stainless Steel Chassis System to Reduce Flex and Torque While Firing
- Aggressive Grip Texture for Enhanced Control
- Low Barrel Bore Axis Makes the M&P Pistol More Comfortable to Shoot Reducing Muzzle Rise and Allowing for Faster Aim Recovery
- Four Interchangeable Palmswell Grip Inserts for Optimal Hand Fit & Trigger Reach - S, M, M-L, L
- Armornite® Durable Corrosion Resistant Finish
- Two Magazines Included

**PERFORMANCE CENTER CLEANING KIT**
- Collapsible Cleaning Rod with Rotating T-Handle
- 10 Cotton Cleaning Patches
- Nylon Cleaning Brush
- Bronze Bore Brushes and Nylon Jags (22 cal, 9mm/357/38 cal, 40/10mm cal, 45 cal)
- Nylon Slotted Tips

**Includes Two 15-Round 40 S&W Magazines**
SKU: 194390000

**Everything You Need to Keep Your M&P® 40 M2.0™ PRO SERIES® Optics Ready**

**Slide Cut for Mounting Optics**
Accepts Crimson Trace®, Trijicon®, Leupold® Delta Point Pro, J-Point, Docter, C-MORE, Insight® and Nikon®

**Total of four interchangeable palmswell grip inserts.**